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Abstract 
In this paper we want to apply a special type of  Nash  Equlibrium conditions obtained  by the above author for interval functions  
to a particular class of  interval functions that are applied  in economy. We also give some generalizations for some particular 
problems from multi-period portfolio selection optimization models by using interval analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
Starting from the economic model of (Liu et al., 2013), the goal of this paper is to develop theoretical models which 
use the results of  (Biolan, 2014) and to prove their importance for solving applications from various fields, 2014 in 
other fields. In Liu et al., 2013, the authors use the expression of the available wealth at the end of a period as an  
interval function. We on the other side want to show that this type of functions have, what we call an an optimum  
interval point. We will apply our results to the economic model discussed in Liu et al., 2013. 
Portfolio selection problems represent one of the  most important topics in finance.Like the authors mention in Liu 
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et al., 2013, the original research on portfolio selection dates back to Markowitz, 1952, on mean-variance model for 
single period portfolio selection problem. It has played among years an important role in the development of modern 
portfolio analysis, because in real world investors face with imperfect information data and so must deal with 
uncertain, imprecise and vague data.Recently, a lot of papers investigate the development of modeling techniques 
based on entropy measures: (Toma, 2014, Preda et al., 2014, Toma and Dedu, 2014,Preda and Balcau, 2007, Preda, 
2008 and Preda and Balcau, 2003.)The study of random equilibrium problems can be approached using variational 
inequalities theory in probability spaces. Here can be mentioned the contributions of (Zeng et al., 2005, Ansari et al, 
2001, Konnov and Schaible, 2000, Konnov and Yao, 1997, Preda, 1994, Yao, 1994 and Preda, 1991). Another new 
direction in the study of random equilibrium problems is based on interval analysis, as can be seen, for example, by 
the paper of (Chen, 1999). Various concepts and mathematical techniques are used in order to develop powerful 
modelling techniques applied to economics, see, for example, (Liu et al., 2013, Schaible, 1995 and Nadler, 1969). 
The model proposed in this paper uses the interval programming approach, so we use fuzzy-decision 
making approaches  to transform this into a crisp form of optimization model, regarding the generalizations for 
problems for which the authors use the particle swarm optimization algorithm.For the problems ((P1)-(P5), p.116-
117) from the economic model of Liu et al., we give some particular generalizations which can be solved with a 
particle swarm optimization  algorithm.In section 2 we implement the mathematical model proposed by (Biolan, 
2014) to show what an optimum interval point means regardless to Nash Equilibrium.In section 3 we detail the exact 
economical model of (Liu et al., 2013) and apply the results from section 2 to obtain new equilibrium results. 
 
2. Mathematical Model 
      Let  and  be two Banach spaces and let  the product space and let   an element of  . 
corresponds to the first player and y corresponds to the second one.Let  non-empty ,convex set and let 
 be two functionals also known as the utility functions or the pay-off functions so that  it is 
convex and Gateaux differentiable  for every    and    it is convex and  Gateaux differentiable , for every 
 
       For every   the sets of the feasible strategies of the two players are of the following type : 
, 
; 
Note : If  then above sets are non-empty   and convex . 
The purpose of each player, given the strategy of the rival, it is to choose a strategy which minimizes the function 
 on its feasible set. The next definition describes the purpose of the game : to find an equilibrium point for 
two players , that is a vector :   in such manner that no player can decrease his utility function by changing 
unilaterally  to any other feasible point. We will recall this definition from (Biolan, 2014), and afterwards will 
show how  an interval function can change this setting. 
Definition 2.1: We say that   it is a generalized Nash equilibrium point or a solution of  the GNEP if  
 and the next conditions hold : 
 (1) , 
  (2) . 
Definition 2.2: Let .We say that  if: 
 . if: 
or  or  
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or   or  
Consider the problem : 






We will give the definition of  Nash equilibrium point for this class of functions . 
Definition 2.3 : Let  and  be two interval functions , the utility functions or pay-off functions so 
that   is convex and Gateaux differentiable  for every     and    is convex and  Gateaux 
differentiable , for every .  
Now, let’s define the equilibrium point for the pairs :  , . 
We say that  is called interval equilibrium point for GNEP if  the following conditions will hold obtained 
from (1) and (2) : 
 
 , where  is fixed    (3) , and: 
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Remark 2.1:  (3)  and (4) are the equilibrium conditions for the so-called interval games. 
Remark 2.2:  interval equilibrium point for GNEPÙ  optimum interval for
   and   . 
Recall of  Gateaux  Differentiability : If  is a Banach space ,  is said to be Gateaux Differentiable in  
if it exists ( is the topological dual space of Y) such that: 
 =  
The functional  is called the Gateaux derivative of I and denoted by  
From the well-known results from convex analysis,  is to be considered optimum interval for an GNEP 
interval game if and only if : 
, { }, 
, { }, (5) 
, { }, 
, { }, 
Where  and stand for the Gateaux derivative of  and , ,  respectively. 
Denote by ,  
. 
Let’s define now anusefull tool: the underlevel subset. 
Definition:  We say that  is the underlevel subset of the function . 
Having this in mind , it is clear that (5) is equivalent with : 
 
 
Obvious: ={ } 
}, 
and the same for the others two involving  
Since the convex sets depend on the solution , one can obtain that GNEP for interval games can be 
reformulated as a an quasi-variational inequality.The nature of feasible sets allows to reduce the problem to a 
variational inequality .Solving this is associated to  and the set  (for short : ), means finding the point 
 such that: 
. 
Theorem 2.1: Every solution of the variationalinequality ) is a solution of  GNEP interval games. 
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3. Economic  Model 
 
The main actors in an  investment environment like in our model are the investor that holds the assets represented by 
actual amounts of money, precious metals, stocks, petrol, oil etc., the broker that intermediates the transactions of 
actually buying or selling an asset(his commission is usually5%)  and the trader which gives orders of selling or 
buying an asset depending on the economical conditions(he can  use technical analysis methods and fundamental 
economic analysis or others).In this paper we want to show that if a trader has a moment in time when he usually 
enters in a period when he has positive profit ( ) or negative profit (  , this moment in time can 
be modelised like an equilibrium point and can be determined given the interval variables from below, which were 
taken from paper Liu et al., 2013.So as there, we consider the following economic model for which if  has a 
continuous form and it is Gateaux-Differentiable we can apply conditions (5) and Theorem 2.1. to obtain an 
optimum  interval point.We now give the model from Liu et al., 2013: „It is considered a financial market with  
risky assets for trading.An investor intends to invest his wealth  among the  risky assets at the beginning of 
period 1 for constructing a -period investment.He can reallocate his wealth at the beginning of each of the 
following   consecutive time periods”. They assumed  that the returns, risk and turnover rates of assets are 
interval numbers and  the returns of portfolios in  different periods are independent of each other.We now give 
from Liu et al., 2013 the exact definitions of the mathematical tools they used in the article: 
-the return of risky asset  i at period  , where ],  obviously: ; 
]-the covariance between  and   , where ; 
-transaction cost rate of risky asset  at period ; 
-the investment proportion of risky asset  at period ; 
]-is given; 
= -transaction cost rate;  
]; 
, ; 
]-the preset maximum risk tolerance interval of the portfolio at the period  , where   
-the interval turnover rate of risky asset i, where ; 
-the preset minimum expected interval valued turnover rate of the porfolio at period , with ; 
-the preset minimum diversification degree of the -th period portfolio; 
-the available wealth at the end of the period 
. 
Let  . 




Then, the optimality conditions from  (5) are: 
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And this is equivalent with: 
    (6) 
This system (6) is solvable using various software programs such as the toolbox equation from Matlab,Simulink.We 
assume, like in Liu et al., 2013, that the investor wants to obviously maximize the terminal wealth obtained at the 
end of period . 










We name the conditions from(7), problem  (P1). 
Problem (P1) can be reformulated  like: 
max , 
max , (8) 
s.t.  . 
 
Conditions from (8) represent problem (P2). Following the approach fromLiu et al., 2013,we can transform this 
problem into a convex optimization  problem. 
Again, the above problem can be rewritenlike : 
, 
s.t.  . (9) 
 
Conditions (9) above, are called problem (P3) can also be transformed , adding the restrictions from Liu et al., 2013, 









Conditions (10) form problem (P4), and it  can  be rewritten into the following form nonlinear programming 
problem (P5): 
 
s.t. , , 







For the problems (P1),(P2),(P3) , (P4) and (P5) we can use the particle swarm optimization algorithm proposed by 
authors in Liu et al., 2013.Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is a population based stochastic search 
algorithm inspired by the social behahiour of bird flocking, who was originally proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy 
(1995). It was very used recently for his simplicity and for his effectiveness in solving difficult optimization  
problems.In PSO,  a population  it is represented by a swarm, and  the  individual is represented by a particle.The 
swarm in PSO consists from a number of particles. 
 
4. Conclusions  
In this paper we present the results we have obtained for equilibrium problems towards interval functions.The  
interval analysis approach is used in order to face the imprecise character of data in financial markets and a multi-
period interval portfolio optimization model is proposed. The obtained optimization problems represented by 
nonlinear equations system are solvable using software like Simulink, Matlab. The problem posed by the authors in 
Liu et al., 2013, p.116 (max , s.t. ) can be solved using conditions (5) and Theorem 2.1.We also 
reformulate the problems (P1),(P2),(P3),(P4) and (P5)(p.116-117)  under other general conditions and  propose  the 
same particle swarm optimization  algorithm like in Liu et al., 2013for solving it.The results obtained in the paper 
can be extended to the case were the function that expresses the available wealth at the end of a period is not 
Gateaux-Differentiable.The results obtained  in the paper can be also used for modeling  numerous cases were Nash 
Equilibrium can indicate a period of time when the player can enter in a period when he has continuos earnings or 
continuous losses and solving big part of the main problem that we are interested in, maximized profit . 
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